EDITORIAL :
GAELIS is glad to introduce the Students Social Helps Guide. This guide gathers all socials
helps available in the academy of Lyon ( Rhône, Loir and Ain ). Be careful, it is not
exhaustive, but it helps you discover every , mostly unknown, social helps any students can
benefit from.
GAELIS, what is that ?
GAELIS ( Solidary and Independent Grouping of Associations and Elected Students ) is a
non-profit association based on the 1901 law. Founded in 1993, its purpose is to regroup a
large number of associations and elected students in Lyon.
It sets up different projects to fight against student precariousness and social isolation, to
represent and defend students all year long.
GAELIS escorts you in your process and difficulties, in case of problems encountered with
procedures or services you can address a mail to mesdroits@gaelis.fr .
To deal with student precariousness, GAELIS opened two AGORAE, social and solidarity
groceries stores. To know more about it, go to page 18/23.
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GRANTS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

→ social criteria grants from the CROUS
●

What is it ?

The grants are provided based on the household resources and the studies taken. The grant
starts from 1 020 euros up to 5 612 euros distributed over 10 months.
●

Under which terms ?

Students must be under 28 years old, have a nationality from a European Union member
country ( or be domiciled in France for over 2 years and attached to a tax home in France ).
Students must be registered in a public establishment for an initial formation or a formation
authorized and managed by the ministry.

●

What process must be followed ?

Between january the 15 and may the 15 you must complete a student social file. It must be
done through www.etudiant.gouv.fr . If you give your file after may 15, it will be studied but
the grant won’t be given in usual delay.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

→ Social criteria grant from the Ministry of Higher Education and
Research
Students who follow formations authorized and handled by the Ministry of Higher Education
and Research can be granted a social criteria grant.

→ Social criteria grant from the Ministry of Culture and Communication
This grant is delivered by the Ministry of Culture and Communication for these formations :
- Patrimonial general direction : architecture services, concerns all formations
delivered by 18 écoles nationales supérieures d’architectures ( ENSA ) and 2 écoles
nationales supérieurs d’architectures et du paysage ( ENSAP ), French museum
services.
- General artistic creation direction : Plastic arts department ( all formation given by an
higher establishment of plastic art under the control of the Ministry are concerned ),
live show department ( higher formation in music ), higher formations in dance,
theatre, circus art, art of puppetry and teaching of dance and music.
- National film center : diploma delivered by the FEMIS.

→ Social criteria grant from the Ministry of Agriculture
This grant is delivered to students in the following formations :
- BTSA and complementary training in one year following the obtention of a BTSA
- preparatory classes for higher school, BCPTS, TB et ATS
- engineering school
- Veterinary basic degree
- National internship diploma in animal clinics
- State diploma in landscaping
- Diploma of DPLG landscaping
- national diploma of oenology
- Several professional licence and masters
- Several agricultural education establishments under contract
- BTSA taking place in a FOAD as proposed by the National Higher Institute of
agronomics of food and environment sciences
- Masters taking place in a FOAD as proposed by the ENFA
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

→ health and social training grants

●

What is it ?

The Auvergne Rhône-Alpes region finances aid for students in health or social training, the
amount of money given to the student is the same as the social criteria grant from the
CROUS.
●

Under what terms ?

There is no special age nor nationality required. Students from foreign countries out of the
european Union must attest they are in a regular situation in France when applying for the
grant.
●

What is the procedure ?

A file must be completed at www.aidesfss.auvergnerhonealpes.fr until two months after the
entry into training.
●

Which training is concerned ?

-

Health formation with a under-baccalauréat level : caregiver - ambulance - childcare
worker
Social formation with a baccalauréat equivalent or less : educational and social
supporter - instructor - social and family intervention technician
Health Formation in higher education : occupational therapist - nurse electrocardiologist - physiotherapist - podologist - hospital pharmacist - puericulturist
- midwife - technician in medical laboratory
Social Formation in higher education : social worker - early childhood educator specialized educator - technical specialized educator

-

-

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SPECIAL AIDS
In case of financial difficulties, several different special aids are available. To be granted one
of those aids, you must make an appointment with one of the CROUS’ social worker who will
guide you toward the most suitable aid.

https://www.crous-lyon.fr/action-sociale-sante/prendre-rendez-assistant-social/
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

→ specific annual allocation aid from the CROUS (ASAA)
●

What is it ?

It applies to students in proven autonomy who don’t have material support from their
parents, in study resumption, family break or facing any specific difficulties. It is an annual
allocation based on the same amount as the social criteria aid from the CROUS, which can
be dispensed through 10 months or less if the circumstances are special, but it must be at
least through 6 months. In case of family break, a social evaluation must take place.
●

Under what terms ?

You must be under 35 years of age, the nationality criteria are the same as the one for the
social criteria grant. There is no limit of age for disabled people if their disability is
recognized by the Disabled Persons Commission.

→ specific one-time allocation aid from the CROUS (ASAP)
●

What is it ?

The specific one-time allocation is a financial personalized emergency aid for students
momentanly encountering financial difficulties that jeopardize their studies. It can go up to
3374 euros a year. It aims to allow the following of study despite an urging situation. Your
situation must be evaluated.
●

Under what terms ?

You must be a student in initial training, under 35 years old ( before the 1st septembre of the
year you are applying for ). There is no limit of age for disabled people as recognized by the
Disabled Persons Commission. There is no nationality condition.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

→ universities’ social FSDIE
●

What is it ?

The Solidarity and Development Fund for Student’s Initiatives (FSDIE ) has a social part
made to help students who encounter momentary financial difficulties. It takes place in all
universities.
●

Under what terms ?

The Social FSDIE can be granted to start an internship, as a mobility aid ( to go abroad
during your studies ), to help buying specific books or equipment, for disabled students’
equipment or any other specific situation that can hurt the success in their studies.
To know more about it, check your university’s web page

→ regional emergency fund

●

What is it ?

The emergency fund aims at providing a quick aid to students in health or social
departments encountering important financial difficulties because of a sudden change in
their situation during their studies.
●

Under what terms ?

It is toward students in health or social studies meeting financial difficulties.
●

What is the procedure ?

Firstly you need to get close to your establishment, then you’ll put up a file with a social
worker.
To know more about it you can go on : https://rhonealpes.commeunservice.com/bourses/jsp/nouveauContexte.action?codeAction=M42ACCUEIL
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

→ refund of tuition fees
●

What is it ?

Tuition fees can be refund by the university in some cases.
●

Under what terms ?

There is 4 conditions to be refund :
- you have the social criteria grant from the CROUS
- you cancelled your inscription ( before school started or in a month maximum after
the start )
- your file was transferred between two public establishments
- exceptionally for social reasons ( you are encountering financial difficulties for
example )
●

What is the procedure ?

To benefit from the aid, you need to get in touch with your university
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HOUSING
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

→ CAF’s aids
The housing aids of the family allowances fund ( CAF ) are easily done on their website. You
need your social security card to benefit from these aids. However, your parents won’t
receive the familial aids no more, if they did before.

→ Personalized housing assistance (APL)
It is meant for every person renting an apartment in France, and can help paying part of the
rent. Conditions are based on the apartment rented ( it must be conventionned and pass
decency test and minimal occupational conditions ) and your ressources.

→ Familial Housing assistance ( AFL )
It is meant to help pay part of the rent. It is granted depending on your familial situation.

→ Social housing assistance ( ALS )
It is meant for people who cannot benefit from the AFL or APL. Conditions depend on your
housing situation ( must pass a dencency test and minimal occupational conditions ) and
your ressources.

→ Activity premium
Meant for students in apprenticeship ( professional contract or learning contract ). The
conditions depend on the household’s wealth and composition.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

→ CROUS housing
The CROUS of Lyon has 40 residencies in the academy of Lyon, meaning a place for 9 500
students. The residencies are in Lyon, Villeurbanne, Saint-Priest, Marcy-L’étoile, Bourg-enBresse, Saint-Etienne and Roanne. A facilitator is affected to every residence in order to
propose free activities during the year.
To be in a CROUS residence you must complete a social student file ( DSE ) just like the
social criteria grant.

→ Lokaviz
The CROUS put up a service called Lokaviz to help students in their housing research. On
https://www.lokaviz.fr/ you can find housing offers meant for students without agency fees.

→ Form’Toit

The region put up a platform for students in professional contract or learning contract,
internship ( paid or not ) or in initial formation to find a temporary accomodation.
Get to know more about it on https://www.formtoit.org/ .

→ Visale guarantee
The visale guarantee is a bail granted by action logement toward a tenant. It allows a tenant
to rent an accommodation without a guarantor. You can apply on https://www.visale.fr/ .
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INTERNATIONAL MOBILITY AIDS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

→ ERASMUS’ grant and universities’ aid
●

What is it ?

Erasmus+ is a european student exchange programme allowing students to study in Europe.
An erasmus+ grant can be given if you are studying : in a foreign european country, toward
a higher education public establishment, or in an exchange programme between
universities.
●

Under what terms ?

There are two types of Erasmus+ grants :
- The “ Erasmus + studies “ grant which is reserved to students in an Erasmus+
programme. The monthly amount of the grant is between 150 and 300 euros
depending on the country and for 3 to 12 months.
- The “ Erasmus + internship “ grant is reserved for students having an internship in
Europe. The monthly amount of the grant is between 300 to 450 euros depending on
the country and for 2 to 12 months.
●

What is the procedure ?

To get this grant you should get close to the international relationship service of your
university to know about their european partnership. Each establishment defines its
procedures and calendar. You must account for 6 to 12 months of preparation before you
can go abroad.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

→ international mobility aid
●

What is it ?

The international mobility aid allows you to follow a higher training abroad with an exchange
programme or an international internship.
●

Under what terms ?

This aid is meant for students receiving a social criteria grant or the ASAA to live between 2
and 9 months abroad. The aid is 400 euros a month.
●

What is the procedure ?

To get this grant you need to get close to the international relationship service of your
university to complete a mobility help file. You must present a project for your studies or
internship abroad. The head of establishment chooses between every application depending
on the quality and pedagogical interest of the students’ individual projects and its conformity
with the international policy of the establishment.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

→ international mobility regional grant
●

What is it ?

This grant is meant to finance students and apprentices in an auvergne rhône-alpes higher
education establishment‘s mobility projects.
●

Under what terms ?

This grant concerns mobility from 4 to 26 weeks. It can be asked for several distinct times
abroad up to 48 weeks combined. It can be combined with other grants, it is worth 95 euros
a week.
This grant is completed by a complementary flat-rate aid for scholarship students.
INSERT TAB
A 530 euros flat-rate aid can be granted for distabled students and apprentices.
Each establishment must choose if the international mobility regional grant and the
international mobility aid are cumulative.
●

What is the procedure ?

You must get close to your university in order to prepare your mobility project and ask for the
international mobility regional grant.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NATIONAL MOBILITY

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

→ Parcoursup’s moblity aid
●

What is it ?

It is a 500 euros aid to future students in higher education who were granted a scholarship in
high school and want to register in a public establishment out of their academia through
parcoursup.
●

Under what terms ?

Three conditions must be completed :
-

you must had have a scholarship in high school
you must be registered on Parcoursup this year and have validated at least one wish
outside your academia
you must have been accepted in at least one training outside your academia

●

What is the procedure ?

It can be asked for from the 8 of july on messervices.etudiant.gouv.fr.

→ master’s mobility aid
●

What is it ?

It is a 1000 euros aid to facilitate geographical mobility for students who had their licence’s
degree after three years in university. They must be registered in a master's degree outside
their degree establishment’s academia.
●

Under what terms ?

There are two conditions :
- you must have the social criteria grant or the specific annual allocation aid from the
CROUS
- you must be registered in a master’s degree outside your licence degree
establishment’s academia
●

What is the procedure ?

You must apply for this aid on messervices.etudiant.gouv.fr “ master’s mobility aid “ section.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FOOD AID

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

→ AGORAE’s
●

What is it ?

An AGORAE is a student social and solidarity grocery store on campus handled by students.
There are numerous quality products with very low prices : approximately 10% of the market
prices. It is also a place to live and free activities can be proposed.
Hygienic protections are freely available in our AGORAEs.
●

Under what terms ?

To benefit from the AGORAEs you must complete a file which will be evaluated in
commission. This commission will calculate your remaining lifespan depending on your
ressources and spendings and that will determine if you can or cannot access the AGORAE.
You can download the file on www.gaelis.fr .
●

What is the procedure ?

Once you have completed your file, you can either directly drop it in one of our AGORAE or
spend it by email.
AGORAé Lyon 1 - agorae@gaelis.fr
Bâtiment Déambulatoire
43 Boulevard du 11 Novembre
69 100 VILLEURBANNE
AGORAé Lyon 2 - agorae.lyon2@gaelis.fr
Campus Porte Des Alpes, en face de la MDE
5 Avenue Pierre Mendès
69 500 BRON
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

→ Restos du coeur in Lyon
The restos du coeur in Lyon offer permanences dedicated to students on Tuesdays and
Thursdays afternoon.
They have several locations in the city :
Croix-Rousse Caluire : 19 BIS RUE DUMONT D URVILLE 69004 LYON
Gorge de Loup : 143 BIS AVENUE SIDOINE APOLLINAIRE 69009 LYON
La duchère : 26 AVENUE ROSA PARKS-EX 572, AV DE LA SAUVEGARDE 69009 LYON
Maison neuve : 3 BIS RUE GIRIE 69003 LYON
Perrache : 35 RUE BICHAT 69002 LYON

Vallée : 6-12 ESPACE HENRY VALLEE 69007 LYON

→ Secours Populaire in Lyon
The secours populaire in Lyon offer permanences dedicated to students on Mondays from 6
to 8 PM.
There are different spots in Lyon and in its metropolis, here are several addresses :
- 49 RUE DENFERT ROCHEREAU - 69004 LYON
- 50 B COURS EMILE ZOLA - 69100 VILLEURBANNE
- 6 RUE PROFESSEUR TAVERNIER - 69008 LYON
- 128 AVENUE SAINT EXUPERY - 69500 BRON
There are a lot more addresses available on https://www.secourspopulaire.fr/secourspopulaire/151
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HEALTH ACCESS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

→ solidary complementary health
●

What is it ?

The solidary complementary health is an aid to help pay your health expenditure. Depending
on your ressources it can either be free or cost less than 1 euros a day per person.
●

Under what terms ?

It is granted depending on your ressources.
If you are under 25 years old, you must file an individual request :
- you must not live under the same roof as your parents
- you must file in a separated tax return or attest on your honor that you will do so
during the following year
- you must not perceive any alimony that results in tax deduction or attest on your
honor that you won’t perceive it the following year
If you are older than 25 years old, to file in an individual request, you must :
- benefit from the health insurance
- don’t be over the maximum ressources allowed
●

What is the procedure ?

The request is made online, with your ameli account on https://www.ameli.fr/ in “ my
procedure “ section.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

→ university health services
The university health service assures prevention and care, both physical and psychological,
for students thanks to a team of doctors, nurses, psychologists, psychiatrists, dietitians and
gynecologists.
You must take an appointment on the university website for any type of care.
-

In university Claude Bernard Lyon 1 : the health services are located on several
campus ( La Doua, Lyon Est and Lyon Sud ).
In university Lumière Lyon 2 : the health service is located on the campus of Porte
des Alpes (Bron).

→ health and preventive medicine
The health and preventive medicine service is composed of doctors, nurses, gynecologists,
dietitians, psychologists and psychiatrists.
In University Jean Moulin Lyon 3, the health and preventive medicine service is located at La
manufacture des tabacs.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OTHER AIDS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

→ free equipment loan ( bikes and computers ) in Lyon 1
The university Claude Bernard Lyon 1 makes freely available bikes for students during the
academic year.
To benefit from this aid you need your student card, identity card, civil liability and a deposit
check of 50 euros. A “ bike loan sheet “ is available on the university website. Once the
sheet is completed, you must get in touch with the university student services office ( also
known as the BVE ).
The university also loans computers at the university library in La Doua or Rockfeller. To
benefit from this aid you need to take an appointment for “ computer borrowing “ on the
Affluence website.

→ free hygienic protection in Lyon 2
Thanks to the participatory budget, the university Lumières Lyon 2 is going to put up selfserve distributors of hygiene products, condoms and dental dams in every campus.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

→ Sors de Ta Piaule from Gaelis
Sors de ta piaule ( translated it means get out of your room ) is a project led by GAELIS
since 2013 to offer free activities for students. During three weeks spread out over the entire
academic year, tens of varied activities ( such as visits, dance classes, cooking classes,
lunch, reflexology ) are proposed in different campuses, residences or parks.
These activities are absolutely free and open to all students !
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

STUDENTS IN SAINT-ETIENNE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

→ Provisioning of sanitary packs for students in strong precariousness
at the university Jean Monnet of Saint-Etienne
The commission for student life on campus decided to put up a strategy in order to help
students in precarious situations get the equipment essential during the sanitary crisis.
Besides, every student gets 10 masks washable 30 times and hydroalcoholic gel.
All students who benefit from one of the social grocery stores on campus ( either the
AGORAE or Roannaise Student Grocery store ) can also benefit from this aid. Besides, you
can get the sanitary packs if you are identified by the university preventive medicine service
or the social workers from the CROUS. Removal points are expected on every campus,
moreover collection and removal point for hygienic products will be available.

→ Numerical social aid from the university Jean Monet of Saint-Etienne
The university Jean Monet put up a special aid to help students pay for their computer. It is
300 euros for students with scholarship ( except students who have the social criteria grant
from the CROUS with level 0 bis who are granted 150 euros only ). There also is a help to
finance a high-speed internet connexion up to 100 euros ( except for students who have the
social criteria grant from the CROUS with level 0 bis who are granted 50 euros only ).
To benefit from this grant you must :
-

be registered in this university
have a social criteria grant from the CROUS or be a foreign student registered at this
university with no grant from your native country
never have benefit from this aid before
not live under the same roof as your parents, and pay rent or charges of your own
accommodation
have bought a new or repackaged computer between the 1st july and 8th november
of the school year

A file must be completed and sent between the 5 and 14 october of 2020, you can find it on
http://www.aides.univ-st-etienne.fr/ among other aids.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

→ Preventive medicine of Jean Monet
The university’s preventive medicine service is composed of doctors,dietitians,
psychologists, nurses, social workers and a social task force, medical and paramedical
team.
It is on the first floor of the university's house.

→ The secours populaire in Saint-Etienne
The secours populaire of Saint-Etienne holds a permanence for students every thursday in
the afternoon. It is on the first floor of building D ( Tréfilerie campus ) and it is called the
Pop’shop.
The pop’shop is a small grocery store selling low-prices commodities such as dishes,
clothes, furniture or even home textiles.

→ The AGORAÉ
The AGORAE is a student solidary and social grocery store where students can benefit from
groceries and hygiene products sold at 10% of the market price.
To benefit from the AGORAE you must complete a file and either drop it directly at the
AGORAE or send it by email.
AGORAé Saint-Etienne - agorae@fasee.fr
Campus Tréfilerie, main entrance
10 Rue Tréfilerie
42 100 SAINT ETIENNE
Emile BARBIER-RENARD
In charge of social affairs
emile.barbier.renard.fasee@gmail.com
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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